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ABSTRACT: We report on the dependence of time-resolved photoluminescence
(PL) and photocurrent in small-molecule bulk heterojunctions on the donor−
acceptor (D/A) LUMO offset, D/A separation, and acceptor domain structure. We
chose a high-performance functionalized fluorinated anthradithiophene (ADT)
derivative, ADT-TES-F, as the donor and two other fluorinated ADT derivatives,
ADT-R-F (where R is a variable side group), as well as two functionalized
fluorinated pentacene (Pn) derivatives, Pn-R-F8, as acceptors. The choice of ADT
and Pn acceptors enabled us to separate the effects of the D/A LUMO offset, which
was approximately zero in the case of ADT acceptors and ∼0.55 eV in the case of Pn
acceptors, from those of molecular packing on the optoelectronic properties. The
acceptor side groups R were chosen based on (i) packing motifs in the solid state
and (ii) size, to achieve different D/A separations at the D/A interface. Addition of
an ADT-R-F acceptor to the ADT-TES-F donor introduced disorder, which resulted
in increased PL emission, depending on the acceptor’s packing motif, and in reduced
photocurrents. In ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-F8 films, charge transfer from ADT-TES-F to Pn-R-F8 was observed with an acceptor
packing-dependent formation of an exciplex, which dissociated under applied electric field, contributing to charge carrier
photogeneration. However, this contribution was not sufficient to compensate for a photocurrent reduction due to an increased
disorder at Pn-R-F8 concentrations of 7 wt % and above, regardless of the acceptor’s R-groups and packing motifs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Organic donor−acceptor (D/A) composites are of interest for
a variety of optoelectronic applications due to their low cost,
relatively simple fabrication, and tunable properties.1−7 Most of
these applications rely on the photoconductive properties of
materials, and therefore it is important to understand charge
carrier photogeneration and transport in organic D/A materials
and how they are affected by the choice of the donor (D) and
acceptor (A) molecules. A considerable research effort has been
focused on charge photogeneration and subsequent transport
in polymer-based D/A bulk heterojunctions (BHJs),8−11 while
fewer studies aimed to determine physical mechanisms behind
optoelectronic properties of small-molecule D/A systems.12−18

It has been established that the key factors that dramatically
affect charge photogeneration at the D/A interfaces are the
energy offsets between the LUMO or HOMO energy levels of
the D and A molecules19,20 and the molecular packing of the D
and A.18,21,22 The former determines the driving force for the
electron or hole transfer,19,23−26 while the latter affects the
separation between the D and A molecules at the D/A interface
and the morphology of the D/A interface,27 as well as
determines D and A domain structures.28,18 More precisely, D/

A separation at the D/A interface significantly affects both the
efficiency of charge transfer (CT) between D and A and of CT
exciton dissociation,18,21,29−32 whereas the D and A domain
structures determine the hole and electron mobilities,
respectively, exciton diffusion lengths, and the area of the D/
A interface.28,33 For example, it has been established that
interdigitated networks of D and A domains, with a large D/A
interfacial area, large D/A separation, and high intradomain
order are desirable for organic BHJ solar cells.21,34−37 However,
given the multitude of all of the factors above, it is challenging
to evaluate their separate contributions to the device character-
istics and to identify a dominant performance-limiting factor,
which is necessary for the development of improved D and A
materials. In this paper, we seek to separately study effects of
D/A energy offsets, of D/A separation at the D/A interface,
and of acceptor domain structures on exciton and charge carrier
dynamics in small-molecule D/A composites.
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In particular, we examined D/A composites with a
fluorinated anthradithiophene (ADT) derivative functionalized
with triethylsilylethylyl (TES) side groups, ADT-TES-F, as the
donor (Figure 1). ADT-TES-F is a high-performance organic

semiconductor that forms solution-deposited crystalline films
exhibiting thin-film transistor (TFT) hole mobilities of >1.5
cm2/(Vs).38 The acceptors (Figure 1) were chosen given the
following considerations.
(1) In order to separate effects of D/A energy offsets from

those of molecular packing on optoelectronic properties, two
functionalized ADT and two pentacene (Pn) derivatives (ADT-
R-F and Pn-R-F8, respectively, where R is a variable side group,
Figure 1) were selected as acceptors. The ADT-R-F derivatives,
ADT-TIPS-F (TIPS = triisopropylsilylethynyl) and ADT-
TSBS-F (trisec-butylsilylethynyl), used here as “acceptor”
molecules, have HOMO and LUMO energies, as well as
optical properties, similar to those of the ADT-TES-F donor,39

so that the D/A LUMO offset is approximately zero. In
contrast, in ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-F8 composites, the D/A LUMO
offset is about 0.55 eV (Table 1),18 which has been predicted by
Monte Carlo simulations to yield optimal small-molecule solar
cell performance.40

(2) In order to study effects of the D/A separation on
optoelectronic properties, for both ADT and Pn acceptors we
selected derivatives with R-groups of different sizes. In
particular, the TIPS group in ADT-TIPS-F and Pn-TIPS-F8
is considerably smaller than the TSBS group in ADT-TSBS-F
or the TCHS group (TCHS = tricyclohexylsilylethynyl) in Pn-
TCHS-F8 (Figure 1 and Table 1). Thus, a considerably smaller
D/A separation is expected in the D/A composites with
acceptors containing TIPS groups as compared to those with
TSBS or TCHS groups.18

(3) It has been previously established that the choice of side
groups R in our materials determines molecular packing in the
solid state.41 In order to study effects of acceptor domain
structure on the optoelectronic properties, for both ADT and
Pn acceptors we selected R-groups that promote dramatically
different π-stacking motifs (Table 1). In particular, ADT-TIPS-
F and Pn-TIPS-F8 molecules exhibit a two-dimensional (2D)
“brick-work” packing, similar to that of the ADT-TES-F
donor.42,22 In contrast, ADT-TSBS-F and Pn-TCHS-F8
molecules pack in a one-dimensional (1D) “sandwich-
herringbone” structure.22,43

In all D/A composites, we measured time-resolved and
steady-state photoluminescence (PL) and photocurrent,
depending on the acceptor and on the acceptor concentration.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Materials.Molecular structures of materials used in our
study are shown in Figure 1, and estimates of their HOMO and
LUMO energies measured using differential pulse voltamme-
try39 are included in Table 1. We use the volume of side groups
R (Table 1), obtained from crystallographic data, as a relative
measure of the D and A separation at the D/A interfaces,18

such that we expect larger D/A separations in D/A composites
with acceptors containing TCHS and TSBS R-groups, as
compared to those with TIPS R-groups.
Detailed crystallographic information on the ADT and Pn

derivatives used in our studies was reported elsewhere.42−45

Briefly, the ADT-TES-F donor and ADT-TIPS-F and Pn-TIPS-
F8 acceptors assume a 2D “brick-work” π-stacking, which is a
packing motif favorable for TFTs.43 The ADT-TSBS-F and Pn-
TCHS-F8 derivatives pack in a 1D “sandwich-herringbone”
structure, which has been shown to be favorable for BHJ solar
cells with a P3HT polymeric donor and functionalized Pn
acceptors.22

All three ADT derivatives have been previously investigated
in field effect transistors (FETs). The best hole mobilities
observed were >1.5 cm2/(Vs) (6 cm2/(Vs)) in spin-cast ADT-
TES-F films (single crystals),46−48 0.1 cm2/(Vs) in ADT-TIPS-
F single crystals,42 and 0.001 cm2/(Vs) in drop-cast ADT-
TSBS-F films;43 such pronounced differences in charge carrier
mobilities are largely due to differences in film structure and

Figure 1. Molecular structures of the ADT-R-F (top; R = TES
(donor) and TIPS or TSBS (acceptors)) and Pn-R-F8 derivatives
(bottom; R = TIPS or TCHS) used in our studies (left). The side
groups R, where R = TES, TIPS, TSBS, and TCHS, are also shown
(right).

Table 1. Electrochemical, Optical, and Crystallographic Properties of ADT-R-F and Pn-R-F8 Molecules Used in Our Studies

material HOMO (LUMO) (eV)a λabs(λPL) (nm) λabs
film (λPL

film) (nm)d volume of R-group(Ǻ3)e packing

ADT-TES-F −5.35 (−3.05) 528 (536)b 552 (582) 204 2D “brick-work”
ADT-TIPS-F −5.34 (−3.05) 528 (536)b 538 (548) 278.5 2D “brick-work”
ADT-TSBS-F −5.35 (−3.05) 528 (536)b 532 (552) 353 1D “sandwich-herringbone”
Pn-TIPS-F8 −5.55 (−3.60) 635 (642)c 646 (664) 278.5 2D “brick-work”
Pn-TCHS-F8 −5.54 (−3.59) 635 (642)c 641 (651) 469.3 1D “sandwich-herringbone”

aMeasured by differential pulse voltammetry.39,45 bMeasured in toluene. cMeasured in chlorobenzene. dMeasured in thin films spin-cast on PFBT-
treated substrates as described in Section 2.3 eCalculated from crystallographic data.
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morphology and crystal quality.39 It has been established that
all three ADT derivatives, when deposited from solution, form
polycrystalline films in which the crystallites are oriented such
that the a−b plane, characterized by the strongest π-overlap and
highest charge carrier mobility, is in the plane of the
substrate.49,47,42

Pn-TIPS-F8 films have also been explored in FET structures,
and in vapor-deposited films ambipolar TFT mobilities of up to
0.33 cm2/(Vs) were obtained.44,50 However, solution deposited
films of this derivative showed TFT hole mobilities of only
10−5cm2/(Vs) due to poor film morphology.45 To the best of
our knowledge, no TFT studies of Pn-TCHS-F8 films have
been reported.
Detailed analysis of optical absorption and PL emission

spectra of ADT-R-F molecules in solution and in pristine thin
films can be found elsewhere.39,51−54 Briefly, it has been
established that the spectra of isolated ADT-R-F molecules (i.e.,
in solutions or dispersed at low concentrations in solid
matrices) are not affected by the side group R. In contrast,
both the absorption and the PL spectra of pristine ADT-R-F
films exhibit differences in the wavelengths of absorption and
PL maxima (Table 1, Figure S1) and in Huang−Rhys
factors,39,51,53 dependent on the molecular packing in the film
dictated by the side groups R.55 The absorption spectra of
functionalized ADT and Pn derivatives are red-shifted in films
as compared to those of solutions by an amount which depends
on the molecular packing and is also related to the strength of
intermolecular interactions which promote exciton delocaliza-
tion.51,56 Of all ADT-R-F derivatives used in our studies, the
red shift was highest in pristine ADT-TES-F films, which
suggests the highest exciton delocalization is in these films,
followed by that in pristine ADT-TIPS-F and ADT-TSBS-F
films (Table 1). In pristine Pn-R-F8 films, only low red shifts
were observed (Table 1, Figure S1), which could be related to
poor film crystallinity.56

2.2. Sample Preparation. To prepare D/A films, we used
30 mM solutions containing a mixture of ADT-TES-F as the
donor and ADT-TIPS-F, ADT-TSBS-F, Pn-TIPS-F8, or Pn-
TCHS-F8 as an acceptor in appropriate concentrations in
chlorobenzene. For each D/A combination, the acceptor
concentration was varied between 2 and 10 wt %, and 10 μL
solutions of each D/A mixture were spun at 3000 rpm on a
glass substrate patterned with Cr/Au (5 nm/50 nm)
interdigitated electrodes pretreated with PFBT. The PFBT
treatment had been found to facilitate crystallization in
fluorinated ADT derivatives and to reduce the injection barrier
on Au by increasing its work function,57 resulting in good-
quality polycrystalline films with considerably improved TFT
charge carrier mobilities.38 The interdigitated electrodes
consisted of 10 pairs of 1 mm long and 25 μm wide fingers,
with a gap of 25 μm between the fingers. Pristine ADT-TES-F
donor films were also prepared using the same protocol. Such
preparation method yielded polycrystalline films as confirmed
by X-ray diffraction43,49 and optical imaging. Formation of
micrometer-sized crystalline acceptor domains could be
observed at acceptor concentrations above 5%, as shown in
Figure S2.
2.3. Optical Absorption and PL Measurements. Optical

absorption spectra were taken using an Ocean Optics LS-1
tungsten halogen lamp and an Ocean Optics USB4000
spectrometer. The photoluminescence (PL) was excited by a
532 nm frequency-doubled Nd:YVO4 laser from Coherent, Inc.
PL spectra were then collected using an Ocean Optics

USB2000 spectrometer in a 45° reflection geometry, containing
an HQ535LP filter from Chroma Tech.
For PL lifetime measurements, the samples were excited with

a 355 nm 500 ps laser (Q-switched, frequency-tripled Nd:YAG
from Nanolase, Inc.). Signals were acquired by a time-
correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) board (Pico-
Quant Time Harp 200) through a single-photon avalanche
photodiode (SPAD) from Micro Photon Devices.39 In ADT-
TES-F/Pn-R-F8 composites, the transient PL data were
collected separately from the emission wavelength regions
dominated by ADT-TES-F donor and by exciplex (charge
transfer exciton) using 650SP and 680LP filters from Chroma
Tech., respectively. PL lifetime decays were fit with a single-
exponential function (a0 + a1 exp[−t/τ]) to obtain the PL
lifetime τ. For electric field-dependent PL measurements,
voltage (V) was applied using a Keithley 237 source-measure
unit. Spectra were taken at voltages in the 0−200 V range. The
average electric field E was calculated by using E = V/L where L
is the gap between electrodes.

2.4. Photocurrent Measurements. Transient photo-
currents were excited by the 355 nm, 500 ps pulsed laser
(44.6 kHz, Q-switched, frequency-tripled Nd:YAG from
Nanolase, Inc.) at 0.4 μJ/cm2 incident from the substrate side
of the sample. The Keithley 237 source-measure unit provided
the bias voltage, and photocurrents amplified by a Centellax
UAOL6032VM broadband amplifier were collected by a 50
GHz digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO) (CSA8200/Tek-
tronix 80E01). Resolution of the set up was ∼0.6 ns, limited by
the laser pulse width and jitter.
Continuous wave (cw) photocurrents were excited with a

532 nm laser (frequency-doubled Nd:YVO4 from Coherent,
Inc.) incident from the substrate side of the samples. Currents
in the dark and under illumination were collected as a function
of applied voltage using a Keithley 237 source-measure unit,
and the photocurrents were calculated by subtracting dark
currents from the corresponding currents under photo-
excitation. In order to observe the long time scale cw
photocurrent dynamics, the voltage was applied to the sample
and, after the dark current stabilized, the light was turned on
with a shutter (Thorlabs SH05) and turned off after about 80 s,
while recording the current as a function of time with the
Keithley 237 source-measure unit.
All the experimental data were collected at room temper-

ature.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Optical and PL Properties. In all D/A films under

study, the absorption spectra were dominated by that of the
ADT-TES-F donor (Figure S1a), and contributions of
absorption by acceptors to the overall absorption spectra
were below the noise level. In all films, optical density at the
wavelength of absorption maximum (∼552 nm, Table 1) was
between 0.15 and 0.2, depending on the film.

3.1.1. ADT-TES-F/ADT-R-F Films. Figure 2a,b shows PL
spectra of ADT-TES-F/ADT-TIPS-F and ADT-TES-F/ADT-
TSBS-F films, respectively, normalized at the peak PL values, at
several acceptor concentrations. At all concentrations, the PL
emission was dominated by that of the ADT-TES-F donor.53

The PL intensity increased as the concentration of the ADT-R-
F acceptor increased (Figure 2c). The increase in the PL
emission (e.g., by a factor of ∼3 and ∼6 at 10% concentration
of ADT-TIPS-F and ADT-TSBS-F, respectively, as compared
to a pristine ADT-TES-F film) was accompanied by an increase
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in PL lifetimes as shown in the insets of Figure 2a,b. It has been
shown that the PL lifetimes of noninteracting ADT-TES-F
molecules are ∼10−13 ns, depending on the local environ-
ment.39,52 In pristine ADT-TES-F films, the PL lifetimes are
reduced to <1−3 ns, dependent on film morphology,18,39,52 due
to thermally activated exciton diffusion which promotes
nonradiative recombination.51 For example, PL lifetimes of
<0.4 ns, limited by the instrument response function (IRF),
were obtained in a pristine ADT-TES-F film prepared as
described in Section 2.2.51 Upon ADT-R-F acceptor addition,
the PL lifetimes increased, reaching ∼3 ns (∼1.2 ns) in the
ADT-TES-F/ADT-TSBS-F (ADT-TES-F/ADT-TIPS-F) com-
posites with 10% acceptor concentration, as shown in the inset
of Figure 2b) (Figure 2a). Observations in Figure 2 suggest that
in ADT-TES-F/ADT-R-F films, the ADT-R-F acceptor
domains induce disorder in the ADT-TES-F donor domains.
This promotes localization of the ADT-TES-F emissive exciton
which then exhibits PL properties closer to those of
noninteracting ADT-TES-F molecules. The stronger effect in
the case of the ADT-TSBS-F acceptor (Figure 2c) at
concentrations of above 5% (at which large acceptor domains
formed, Figure S2), which was not observed at lower acceptor
concentrations, then must be related to a 1D “sandwich-
herringbone” packing motif of the ADT-TSBS-F, which appears

to be more disruptive to the 2D “brick-work” structure of the
ADT-TES-F donor domain than the 2D “brick-work” packing
of ADT-TIPS-F.

3.1.2. ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-F8 Films. Figure 3a,b shows PL
spectra of the ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-F8 composites at various
acceptor concentrations. In both systems, exciplex formation
was observed, with the emission peak (at ∼715 nm) closely
matching the energy difference between the HOMO of the
donor and the LUMO of the acceptor (Table 1).18 As the
acceptor concentration increased, the exciplex contribution to
the overall PL increased, while that of the ADT-TES-F donor
decreased. At all acceptor concentrations, the PL quenching of
the ADT-TES-F donor was more pronounced in the
composites with the Pn-TIPS-F8 acceptor, indicative of a
more efficient charge transfer (CT) from ADT-TES-F to Pn-
TIPS-F8 than to Pn-TCHS-F8. Figure 3c shows PL lifetime
decays taken from the spectral region of <650 nm, dominated
by the residual PL emission from the ADT-TES-F donor, and
from the spectral region of >680 nm, dominated by the exciplex
emission, in ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-F8 films at 10% acceptor
concentration. The ADT-TES-F/Pn-TIPS-F8 exciplex had a
longer PL lifetime (∼3.2 ns) than the ADT-TES-F/Pn-TCHS-
F8 exciplex (∼2.2 ns), and was less prone to dissociation under
applied electric field (E-field) (Figure S3), consistent with
previous findings in drop-cast films.18 More efficient CT and a
longer-lived and less-dissociative exciplex in ADT-TES-F/Pn-
TIPS-F8 films have been attributed to a smaller D/A separation
in these composites, as compared to that in ADT-TES-F/Pn-
TCHS-F8 films, due to the TIPS group being considerably
smaller than the TCHS (Figure 1 and Table 1).18 The PL
lifetime decay of the residual ADT-TES-F emission in ADT-
TES-F/Pn-R-F8 films (e.g., lifetime of ∼0.5−0.6 ns at 10% Pn-
R-F8 acceptor concentration in Figure 3c) was slower than that
in pristine ADT-TES-F films (<0.4 ns in Figure 3c), but
significantly faster than that in ADT-TES-F/ADT-R-F films at
comparable concentrations of the acceptor (Section 3.1.1,
insets of Figure 2a,b). This is consistent with the residual ADT-
TES-F emission in ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-F8 films originating from
ADT-TES-F intradomain regions, away from the D/A
interfaces, which have exciton diffusion properties similar to
those of pristine ADT-TES-F films and which are only slightly
affected by the presence of acceptors.
Figure 3d shows integrated PL intensity of the emission in

the 550−650 nm spectral region (dominated by the residual
ADT-TES-F PL) as a function of Pn-R-F8 concentration. As
the concentration of Pn-TIPS-F8 (Pn-TCHS-F8) increased
from 2% to 10%, the ADT-TES-F emission contribution to the
overall PL emission decreased from ∼30% (∼50%) to ∼ 2%
(∼17%), i.e., by a factor of ∼15 (∼3). The most dramatic
change occurred between 7% and 10% of Pn-R-F8 for both Pn
derivatives, especially pronounced in the ADT-TES-F/Pn-
TIPS-F8 films. This is most likely due to differences in the Pn-
R-F8 acceptor domain formation in the case of Pn-TIPS-F8
(2D “brick-work”) and Pn-TCHS-F8 (1D “sandwich-herring-
bone”). It suggests that in ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-F8 composites at
acceptor concentrations at which large acceptor domains are
present (Figure S2), the overall area of the D/A interface is
larger when both donor and acceptor molecules exhibit a 2D
packing motif, as in ADT-TES-F/Pn-TIPS-F8, as compared to
a combination of 2D and 1D packing motifs in the case of
ADT-TES-F/Pn-TCHS-F8.

3.2. Photoconductive Properties. 3.2.1. Transient Pho-
tocurrents. Upon photoexcitation with 355 nm 500 ps pulses,

Figure 2. Normalized PL spectra of (a) ADT-TES-F/ADT-TIPS-F
and (b) ADT-TES-F/ADT-TSBS-F films, at various acceptor
concentrations (C). Insets show PL lifetime decays of the
corresponding samples, with fits to the data at 10% acceptor
concentration (solid lines) included. IRF and the PL lifetime decay
in a pristine ADT-TES-F film (0%) are also shown. (c) Integrated PL
intensity in ADT-TES-F/ADT-TIPS-F and ADT-TES-F/ADT-TSBS-
F films as a function of acceptor concentration.
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fast photocurrents were observed in pristine ADT-TES-F films
and D/A samples with acceptor concentrations of below 10%.
Figure 4a,b show transient photocurrent dynamics in pristine
ADT-TES-F and several D/A films with 5% acceptor
concentration. In all samples, the rise time (defined here as
the time during which the photocurrent increases from 10% to
90% of its peak value) of the photocurrents was below 0.6 ns,
limited by the excitation laser pulse width and jitter, indicative
of fast charge photogeneration, which is consistent with
previous observations.18,39,51,58,59 At all values of applied E-
field, photocurrents measured in the D/A films were lower than
those in pristine ADT-TES-F films, regardless of the acceptor
(Figure 5).53 In ADT-TES-F/ADT-R-F films, no considerable
effects on the transient photocurrent amplitude due to the sizes
of R-groups or the different packing motifs of ADT-R-F
acceptors were observed.
At lower acceptor concentrations (below 7%), the

composites with Pn-R-F8 acceptors exhibited photocurrents
with higher amplitudes than those in the ADT-TES-F/ADT-R-
F films (e.g., insets of Figure 4a,b). As the transient
photocurrent amplitudes are determined by the product of
fast photogeneration efficiency and a sum of hole and electron
charge carrier mobilities (in our films dominated by the hole
mobility),17,39,51 higher peak photocurrents in ADT-TES-F/Pn-
R-F8 films may suggest that the decreased hole mobility due to
the disruption of the ADT-TES-F donor crystalline domains by
acceptor molecules was partially compensated for by an
increased charge photogeneration. In ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-F8
films, such an increase in charge photogeneration efficiency at
ns time scales is most likely due to E-field-induced dissociation
of the ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-F8 exciplex (Figure S3).17,18,51,60

However, at 7% acceptor concentration, the photocurrents in
ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-F8 films were lower than those in ADT-
TES-F/ADT-R-F films (Figure 5), and the photocurrent

amplitude in the ADT-TES-F/Pn-TCHS-F8 7% film was a
factor of ∼2 higher than that in the ADT-TES-F/Pn-TIPS-F8
7% film, most likely due to a more dissociative ADT-TES-F/

Figure 3. PL spectra of (a) ADT-TES-F/Pn-TCHS-F8 and (b) ADT-TES-F/Pn-TIPS-F8 films, at various acceptor concentrations, normalized at the
peak of exciplex emission. The PL spectrum of a pristine ADT-TES-F film is also included. (c) PL lifetime decays of emission in the spectral regions
of <650 nm (dominated by the residual ADT-TES-F emission) and >680 nm (dominated by the exciplex emission) in ADT-TES-F/Pn-TIPS-F8 and
ADT-TES-F/Pn-TCHS-F8 films with 10% acceptor concentration, with fits to the composites data (solid lines) included. The IRF and PL lifetime
decay obtained in a pristine ADT-TES-F film are also shown. (d) Integrated PL intensity of emission in the spectral region of <650 nm, dominated
by the residual ADT-TES-F emission, in ADT-TES-F/Pn-TIPS-F8 and ADT-TES-F/Pn-TCHS-F8 films as a function of acceptor concentration.

Figure 4. Normalized transient photocurrents obtained in (a) ADT-
TES-F/ADT-TIPS-F 5% and ADT-TES-F/Pn-TIPS-F8 5% films and
(b) ADT-TES-F/ADT-TSBS-F 5% and ADT-TES-F/ADT-Pn-TCHS-
F8 5% films under a 355 nm 500 ps photoexcitation at an applied
electric field of 40 kV/cm. Data for a pristine ADT-TES-F film are also
included. Smooth curves provide a guide for the eye. Insets show a
magnified view of the short-time-scale dynamics of the corresponding
unnormalized photocurrents.
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Pn-TCHS-F8 exciplex (Figure S3), as discussed in Section 4. At
10% acceptor concentration, the photocurrents in all D/A
materials studied were below our minimum detectable signal
level, i.e., more than an order of magnitude lower than those in
pristine ADT-TES-F films under similar excitation conditions.
The insets of Figures 4a,b show an expanded view of

photocurrent dynamics within the first ∼2 ns after photo-
excitation in a pristine ADT-TES-F film and in D/A composites
with acceptors that exhibit 1D “sandwich-herringbone” and 2D
“brick-work” packing motifs, respectively, at 5% acceptor
concentrations. At these time scales, no effects could be
unequivocally attributed to the acceptor packing motif. A
significantly faster initial decay of the photocurrent was
observed in the composite with the ADT-TSBS-F acceptor
(inset of Figure 4a), as compared to that in the composite with
the ADT-TIPS-F acceptor (inset of Figure 4b). This could be
due to deep charge traps formed at the ADT-TES-F/ADT-
TSBS-F interfaces, such that the holes trapped within several
nanoseconds after photoexcitation do not contribute to the
photocurrent for at least ∼20 ns. Deep traps in the ADT-TES-
F/ADT-TSBS-F composites could be caused both by a large
D/A separation (due to large TSBS groups as compared to
TIPS, Table 1) and by the 1D packing motif of ADT-TSBS-F
(which was determined by the PL measurements in Figure 2c
to be considerably disruptive to the 2D packing of the ADT-
TES-F donor).
The differences in fast photocurrent dynamics between the

D/A films with Pn-TIPS-F8 and Pn-TCHS-F8 acceptors have
been previously attributed to differences in the contributions of
exciplex dissociation to fast charge carrier generation.18 In
particular, the contribution of the ADT-TES-F/Pn-TCHS-F8
exciplex to charge photogeneration introduced an additional,
slower component in the photocurrent rise dynamics (inset of
Figure 4b).60 This effect was much less pronounced in the
ADT-TES-F/Pn-TIPS-F8 films, in which the exciplex is more
tightly bound, and the photocurrent rise dynamics was
dominated by that of the ADT-TES-F donor (Section 4).17,18

The considerably slower photocurrent decay in the composite
with a Pn-TCHS-F8 acceptor as compared to that with a Pn-
TIPS-F8 acceptor (Figure 4) is due to reduced recombination
of free holes with electrons trapped on Pn-TCHS-F8 molecules
(caused by a larger D/A separation in the ADT-TES-F/Pn-
TCHS-F8 film), which was shown by numerical simulations to
considerably affect the decay dynamics.17 This is consistent
with previous experimental results observed in drop-cast
films.18

3.2.2. Cw Photocurrent. Steady-state photocurrents ob-
tained under 532 nm cw photoexcitation of D/A composites,

similar to transient photocurrent amplitudes, decreased as the
acceptor concentration increased regardless of the acceptor.
However, a quantitative comparison of concentration depend-
encies of cw photocurrents in various D/A films was not
possible due to multiple factors affecting the cw photocurrent
amplitudes, including efficiency of charge injection from
electrodes, both short and long time-scale charge photo-
generation processes, charge carrier mobilities, and charge
carrier lifetimes,39,58,61 all of which are dependent upon
acceptor concentration. For example, the cw photocurrents in
D/A films at 10% acceptor concentrations were a factor of 4−
10 lower than those in pristine ADT-TES-F films, depending
more on the sample and on the applied E-field than on the
nature of the acceptor. One common feature shared by all D/A
composites studied, however, was that the concentration
dependence of the cw photocurrent closely followed that of
the dark current, which suggests that the decrease of the cw
photocurrent upon acceptor addition was mostly unrelated to
charge photogeneration. For example, in ADT-TES-F/ADT-
TIPS-F films, as the ADT-TIPS-F concentration increased from
2% to 10%, both the dark current and the cw photocurrent
decreased by a factor of ∼4, most likely due to a lower hole
mobility caused by an increased disorder (inset of Figure 6a).

Additional evidence of the increased disorder at 10% ADT-
TIPS-F concentration can be seen in Figure 6a, which shows
the cw photocurrent dynamics for ADT-TES-F/ADT-TIPS-F
films at several ADT-TIPS-F concentrations. At 10% of ADT-
TIPS-F, the cw photocurrent decay after the light was turned
off was considerably slower than that at lower acceptor

Figure 5. Peak transient photocurrent amplitudes in the D/A films,
normalized by that in pristine ADT-TES-F films, as a function of
acceptor concentration. The errors bars reflect variations depending
on the applied electric field.

Figure 6. Dynamics of normalized cw photocurrents in (a) ADT-TES-
F/ADT-TIPS-F films at several acceptor concentrations and (b)
various D/A films at 10% acceptor concentration. Dynamics in a
pristine ADT-TES-F film are also included. At time t = 0, an electric
field of 20 kV/cm is applied, and at t = 60 (140) s, the 532 nm 10
mW/cm2 cw light is turned on (off). Inset in (a) shows dark and cw
photocurrents in ADT-TES-F/ADT-TIPS-F films as a function of
ADT-TIPS-F concentration.
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concentrations, indicative of a large density of shallow charge
traps. In the composite with 10% of ADT-TSBS-F (Figure 6b),
faster cw photocurrent decay (as compared to that in the
composite with ADT-TIPS-F) suggests deeper traps in the
ADT-TES-F/ADT-TSBS-F films, consistent with the observa-
tions at ns time scales (Figure 4). In the ADT-TES-F/Pn-
TCHS-F8 10% film, cw photocurrent decay dynamics were
slower than those in the composite with the Pn-TIPS-F8
acceptor due to slower trap-assisted recombination, also
consistent with the observations at the nanoseconds time-
scales (Figure 4).17

4. DISCUSSION
PL measurements in ADT-TES-F/ADT-R-F films (Section
3.1.1) revealed contributions solely due to film structure and
morphology changes caused by addition of an acceptor to the
ADT-TES-F donor exciton dynamics. In particular, as the
ADT-TES-F donor domains were more disrupted by the
formation of acceptor domains, the emissive ADT-TES-F
exciton became longer lived and more emissive. However,
similar to previous findings in various ADT-TES-F-based
films,18,51 the emissive ADT-TES-F exciton in films prepared
as described in Section 2.2 did not appear to significantly
contribute to nanoseconds time-scale charge photogeneration,
and the photocurrents in ADT-TES-F/ADT-TSBS-F or ADT-
TES-F/ADT-TIPS-F films were lower than those in pristine
ADT-TES-F films.
In ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-F8 films, properties of the emissive

exciplex and the amount of ADT-TES-F donor PL quenching
provided a sensitive measure of the D/A charge transfer and
changes in the D/A interfacial area upon acceptor domain
formation (Section 3.1.2). Previous studies showed that
exciplex dissociation in ADT-TES-F-based D/A materials
contributed to charge photogeneration,18,51,60 although this
contribution was relatively small. For example, numerical
simulations revealed that only ∼10% of all charge carriers
photogenerated at time-scales of up to ∼20 ns after sub-ns
pulsed photoexcitation of ADT-TES-F/Pn-TIPS-F8 2 wt %
drop-cast films were due to exciplex dissociation, whereas the
rest of the charge carriers were generated in the ADT-TES-F
donor.17 (This is in contrast to ADT-TES-F/PCBM 2 wt %
films, in which about 50% of photogenerated carriers were due
to CT exciton dissociation under similar experimental
conditions.)17 At higher acceptor concentrations, i.e., when
the exciplex population is large, one would expect an increased
contribution of the exciplex dissociation to charge photo-
generation. However, it has been shown by numerical
simulations of transient photocurrents that introduction of
Pn-R-F8 molecules into ADT-TES-F films lowers the overall
charge photogeneration efficiency (due to decreased charge
photogeneration in the ADT-TES-F donor) and lowers charge
carrier mobilities, both of which contribute to a reduction in the
transient photocurrent amplitude.17 Thus, at higher acceptor
concentrations, an increase in charge photogeneration in ADT-
TES-F/Pn-R-F8 films due to exciplex dissociation was not large
enough to compensate for a decrease in the charge generation
in the ADT-TES-F donor and for detrimental changes in charge
transport properties (caused by an increase in donor domain
disorder with acceptor concentration), which resulted in lower
photocurrents.
A weaker acceptor concentration dependence of the cw

photocurrent (Section 3.2.2) as compared to that of the
transient photocurrent amplitude (Figure 5) is most likely

related to charge carrier lifetimes, which in most D/A
composites with higher acceptor loading are longer than in
pristine ADT-TES-F films (Figure 6b).18,60,62 This is due to a
disorder-induced increase in charge trapping as well as slow
recombination of trapped electrons with mobile holes in the D/
A films as compared to pristine donor films (Figure 6b).17

Longer carrier lifetimes in the D/A films manifest, for example,
in slower cw photocurrent decays in D/A composites as
compared to those in pristine ADT-TES-F donor films. As the
cw photocurrent amplitudes are proportional to carrier
lifetimes,63 longer carrier lifetimes enhance the cw photo-
currents18,39 but do not significantly contribute to the fast
photocurrent amplitudes in Figure 5.
It has been previously established that solid-state packing of

functionalized ADT and Pn derivatives, determined by side
groups R (Figure 1), dramatically affects optical and electronic
properties of ADT and Pn films.39,55 For example, derivatives
with 2D “brick-work” packing, such as ADT-TES-F, exhibited
much better performance in solution-deposited TFTs than
those with other packing motifs such as 1D “slip-stack”.55 This
is largely due to the high-mobility a−b plane of the crystallites
being coincident with the plane of the substrate and the 2D π-
stacking being conducive to formation of large-area crystal-
lites.43,47 In contrast, most successful Pn derivatives in BHJ
solar cells with a polymer donor and functionalized Pn
acceptor22 were those with a 1D “sandwich-herringbone”
packing, such as Pn-TCHS-F8 used in our studies. This is
because this geometry resulted in an acceptor domain structure
more favorable for charge generation, one that produced a large
D/A interfacial area. In our small-molecule D/A composites at
higher acceptor loading, the D/A interfacial area was also
affected by the acceptor packing motif (Section 3.1.2). In
particular, a larger D/A interfacial area was obtained in the
composites with the Pn-TIPS-F8 acceptor, which exhibits a 2D
“brick-work” packing similar to that of the ADT-TES-F donor,
than in those with the Pn-TCHS-F8 acceptor. Nevertheless, our
experiments showed no particular advantage for the photo-
conductive properties of small-molecule BHJs in either packing
motif studied here, at least in the planar geometry that takes
advantage of the high charge carrier mobilities in the a−b plane
of the crystallites. However, this could change if the CT
excitons formed at the D/A interfaces were more dissociative,
thus contributing more significantly to charge photogeneration,
than the tightly bound emissive exciplexes observed here. This
could be achieved by, for example, further increasing the D/A
LUMO offset, D/A separation at the D/A interfaces, or
both.11,18,64 Then, the advantage of a larger D/A area, observed
in the ADT-TES-F/Pn-TIPS-F8 composites with both D and A
packing in the 2D “brick-work” structures, could bring an
enhancement in the photocurrent.

5. SUMMARY
Based on the results of our experiments, we assigned the
following observations to the effects of the D/A LUMO offset,
D/A separation at the D/A interfaces, and solid-state packing.

Effects of D/A LUMO Offset. The main effect of the D/A
LUMO offset on the optoelectronic properties of our small-
molecule D/A materials was exciplex formation in ADT-TES-
F/Pn-R-F8 films (Figure 3). Exciplex dissociation contributed
to charge carrier photogeneration at nanoseconds time-scales,
leading to higher transient photocurrent amplitudes in ADT-
TES-F/Pn-R-F8 films than in ADT-TES-F/ADT-R-F films at
low (<7%) acceptor concentrations (Figure 4). However, at
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higher acceptor concentrations, the D/A LUMO offset of
∼0.55 eV in ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-F8 films was not sufficient to
yield higher photocurrents than those in ADT-TES-F/ADT-R-
F films with the D/A LUMO offset close to zero.
Effects of D/A Separation. The D/A separation

considerably affected CT, exciplex emission, and E-field-
induced exciplex dissociation properties in ADT-TES-F/Pn-R-
F8 films, with larger D/A separation corresponding to less
efficient CT and a shorter-lived and more dissociative exciplex
(Figure 3). In the same films, transient photocurrent rise and
decay dynamics were also dependent on the D/A separation
due to varying contributions of exciplex dissociation to charge
photogeneration and differences in trap-assisted charge
recombination, respectively (Figure 4). In ADT-TES-F/ADT-
R-F composites, the D/A separation affected charge trapping
properties observed via transient and cw photocurrent decay
dynamics (Figures 4 and 6b).
Effects of Solid-State Packing. Solid-state packing

affected the formation of D/A interfaces in ADT-TES-F/Pn-
R-F8 films, with a D/A interfacial area increasing faster with
acceptor concentration in the case of Pn-TIPS-F8 acceptor than
in Pn-TCHS-F8 (Figure 3d). In ADT-TES-F/ADT-R-F films,
differences in acceptor domain structures resulted in differences
in the emissive ADT-TES-F exciton properties (manifest in the
PL lifetimes and emission intensities, Figure 2) and in disorder
(observed in the cw photocurrent dynamics, Figure 6).
In conclusion, we investigated the dependence of the PL and

photocurrent on the D/A LUMO offset, D/A separation, and
acceptor solid-state packing. Addition of an ADT-R-F acceptor
to an ADT-TES-F donor introduced disorder which resulted in
increased PL emission and in reduced photocurrents. In ADT-
TES-F/Pn-R-F8 films, CT from ADT-TES-F to Pn-R-F8 was
observed via formation of an exciplex that contributed to charge
carrier photogeneration. A larger D/A interfacial area was
observed in the ADT-TES-F/Pn-TIPS-F8 films, in which both
the donor and acceptor exhibited 2D “brick-work” packing, as
compared to ADT-TES-F/Pn-TCHS-F8, in which the acceptor
assumed 1D “sandwich-herringbone” packing. However,
addition of Pn-R-F8 acceptors at higher concentrations was
detrimental to the photocurrent, regardless of the R-groups and
packing motifs, due to lower charge photogeneration efficiency
in the ADT-TES-F donor and due to a high degree of disorder
that lowered charge carrier mobility. Higher D/A offsets and/or
larger D/A separation at the D/A interface would be necessary
to improve CT exciton dissociation efficiency and enhance
charge photogeneration sufficiently to compensate for the
detrimental changes in charge transport properties upon an
increase in acceptor concentration.
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